Edna G Commission  
February 16, 2022

• Paul LaMarre gave an update from his site visit in November.
• He thanked the group for the hospitality during the visit.
• He stated the tug is in no immediate danger of sinking.
  ○ The void space between the coal bunker and the boilers is unknown and could
    be of concern. He shared a photo that showed a lot of deterioration. This space
    needs to be looked at in more detail.
  ○ Other parts of the tug are in relatively good shape.
• Paul wants to have another visit to look at the void space to see what work needs to be
done.
• The Tug could be in the water for the next 10-20 years as long as there is a Tom K. type
  person and committed group to care for the Tug.
• Paul wants to talk with the commission more in-depth about the use of the tug in the
  future.
• Paul suggested these steps for the future of the Tug
  ○ An operational plan needs to be developed for the tug as an attraction.
  ○ Friends of Edna G needs to have a business plan developed.
  ○ A Preservation Plan for Tug is needed
• Paul thinks he can report back to the Commission/Council in June with the condition
  report and a road map to the future of the Tug.

Respectfully Submitted

Hayes Scriven